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Abstract  
 
New approach for fabrication of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) multilayers which can be used for 
transparent and conducting thin films was developed. This was achieved by using layer-by-layer (LbL) 
assembly of positively and negatively rGO sheets which could provide highly controllable thin films 
in terms of thickness, transmittance, and sheet resistance. In particular, the thickness of the multilayer 
thin films of rGO was able to be controlled precisely in the subnanometer scale by ~ 0.46 nm via 
simply varying the number of stacking layers. Therefore, this method enabled an excellent control of 
rGO multilayers over the optical and electrical properties which are related to thickness. Furthermore, 
we demonstrated the application of the rGO multilayers for an OLED device. 
The LbL assembly could successfully expand to integration of metal nanoparticles and GO sheets 
for hybrid films of GO/metal which can be used for transparent counter electrodes with improved 
conversion efficiency of DSSCs to replace the Pt. Very thin films of GO were fabricated through a 
layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly process with high controllability, and metal nanoparticles are then 
formed on the assemblies. The thin hybrid films of GO/Pt and GO/Au were still transparent and show 
a 9.5 and 7.1 % increase in efficiency when they were applied as a counter electrode for DSSCs as 
compared to DSSCs with conventional Pt counter electrodes. It is particularly interesting that Au in 
the form of hybrid films with GO can be utilized as counter electrodes since Au has not been applied 
in DSSC devices because it is easily etched away by iodide/triiodide in the electrolyte. Moreover, 
such GO/metal hybrid films could be applied with metals such as Cu, Ni, and Ag. These metals have 
not been used in DSSC systems for the reasons mentioned above regarding Au. Therefore, this 
GO/metal hybrid film as a counter electrode affords a chance for an even lower DSSC fabrication cost 
with high efficiency and transparency. 
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1. Introduction 
Nanomaterials may bring significant innovations and advances to society and benefits for human 
health and technology. They are also expected to provide a new competitive edge to universe industry 
and to the world economy as a whole, and to contribute to job creation. The prefix ‘nano-’ comes from 
the Greek word νάνος which means dwarf. In science, nano means a measure of 10-9 units. Both the 
small size and engineered structure of nanomaterials may create specific properties. Featuring the 
contributions of exceptional leaders in the field, carbon nanomaterials brings together the most up-to-
date research findings on the special properties, practical synthesis, and real applications for all types 
of carbon-related nanomaterials. Figure 1 shows the carbon allotropes. The dimensional structures are 
roughly divided into four types which contain 0-3 dimensional structures. Graphene is the name given 
to a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice, 
and is a basic building block for graphitic materials of all other dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up 
into 0D fullerenes, rolled into 1D nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite.1 Especially, graphene and 
fullerene and nanotubes have unique electric properties distinguished with the existing carbon 
allotropes such as a diamond and amorphous carbon because of quantum confinement effects. By 
these unique properties, they have been great interested for last two decades. This introduction part 
provides a brief description of carbon allotropes. Especially the introduction of graphene will be 
focused on. 
 
1.1. Carbon allotropes 
The first fullerene to be discovered, and the family's namesake, buckminsterfullerene (C60), was 
prepared in 1985 by Richard Smalley, Robert Curl, James Heath, Sean O'Brien, and Harold Kroto at 
Rice University. The name was homage to Buckminster Fuller, an architectural molder who 
popularized the geodesic dome. Because, it has a similar shape to that sort of dome, the name was 
thought to be appropriate, later popularly shortened to ‘buckyball’, and ‘fullerenes’ are used for the 
generic name for buckyball family molecules like C70, C72, C84, etc. The story of discovery starts with 
Harold Kroto, who was a microwave spectroscopist. He was interested in the long chain carbon 
molecules called cyanopolyynes, which are formed by red giant stars. When Kroto visit the Smalley’s 
laboratory, Smalley was doing interesting work on cluster. He was using a laser to vaporize atoms 
form a solid target. The beam of atoms was then allowed to cool and condense into clusters which 
could be studied by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Kroto suggested that he, Curl and Smalley do 
an experiment with carbon atoms. When they used a graphite target, they could produce and analyze 
the long chain polyynes. In September of 1985, they experimented with the carbon plasma, 
confirming the formation of polyynes. The magic number ‘720’ was surprisingly observed in mass 
spectroscopy, which corresponding to C60. Another small peak found at 840 that stood out was that for 
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Figure 1. Carbon allotropes. 
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C70. They came to the conclusion that C60 was a closed spherical cage of carbon atoms composed of  
20 hexagons and 12 pentagons, like ‘soccer ball’. In 1996, the discovery of a new form of carbon was 
recognized through the award of a Nobel prize to the original team of Harold Kroto, Richard Smalley 
and Robert Curl.2 
In 1990, Richard Smalley proposed the existence of a tubular fullerene which is elongated C60 in 
one direction, at a carbon-carbon composites workshop.3-6 Experimental evidence of carbon nanotube 
came in 1991 when Iijima imaged multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) using a transmission 
electron microscope.7 Two years after his first observation of MWNTs, Iijima and Behune 
simultaneously and independently observed single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).8 Although 
Iijima is credited with the official discovery, carbon nanotubes were probably already observed thirty 
years earlier. In Bacons’ paper published in 1960, he presented the observation of carbon 
nanowhiskers under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigation of his material and he 
proposed a scroll like-structure.9-12 In 1970’s, Endo also observed carbon fibers with a hollow core 
and a catalytic particle at the end via high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).12 
The symmetry and unique electrical properties were the first suggested by Dresselhaus in 1992. She 
suggested that carbon nanotube was the smallest semiconducting material of which diameter was only 
about 1 nm. In 1998, Dekker13 and Dai14 independently demonstrated the semiconducting property 
experimentally by the development of carbon nano transistor. 
Graphene works is the only producer of multilayer epitaxial graphene (MEG) grown on carbon-
terminated SiC. MEG has all of the properties of an isolated graphene sheet with none of the 
fabrication or uniformity constraints necessary in producing single graphene layers on the silicon-
terminated face of SiC. MEG material has the highest mobilities ever measured (>250,000 cm2/V sec). 
A high density of rotational faults in adjacent layers lifts the symmetry-breaking of normal (AB-
stacked) graphite, making MEG a multilayer stack of effectively electronically isolated graphene. 
Epitaxial graphene research evolved from work on carbon nanotubes. Early research showed that 
nanotubes had fabulous electronic properties, but the inability to manufacture well-controlled tubes 
and scale them up from single-tube transistors to large-scale integrated circuits has prevented serious 
technological applications. In 2001, Walt de Heer realized that two-dimensional graphene (essentially 
unrolled nanotubes) would have many of the same properties as carbon nanotubes, and this idea has 
opened the way to a new approach to carbon electronics.  
A simple way to make graphene is to peel it off from a piece of graphite. This is a Ardre Geim 
approach in 2004.15 While this is easy, adhesive residue, low-yield, and lack of scalability to large 
circuits make it a dead end for graphene electronics. 
A better approach, developed by de Heer and used by Graphene works, is to start with silicon carbide, 
a wide-gap semiconductor. Using thermal sublimation, silicon is removed from the surface, leaving a 
18 
 
carbon-rich interface that forms graphene sheets. This SiC-graphene system allows the lithographic 
patterning of, potentially, millions of seamlessly-connected graphene devices. This method of 
graphene production enables the scalability and ease of fabrication necessary in an electronic material. 
These discoveries led the explosion of interest in graphene. Last year, 2010, “For groundbreaking 
experiments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene”, Andre Geim together with Konstantin 
Novoselov were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics. 
 
1.2. What is graphene? 
Graphene is an allotrope of carbon, whose structure is one-atom-thick planar sheets of sp2-bonded 
carbon atoms that are densely packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice, and is a basic building block for 
graphitic materials of all other dimensionalities, and is a wonder material with many superlatives to its 
name. It is the thinnest known material in the universe and the strongest ever measured. Its charge 
carrier exhibits giant intrinsic mobility, has zero effective mass, and can travel for micrometers 
without scattering at room temperature. Graphene can sustain current densities six orders of 
magnitude higher than that of copper, shows record thermal conductivity and stiffness, is impermeable 
to gases, and reconciles such conflicting qualities as brittleness and ductility. 
 
1.2.1. Electronic properties of graphene 
Graphene differs from most conventional three-dimensional materials. Intrinsic graphene is a semi-
metal or zero-gap semiconductor. Understanding the electronic structure of graphene is the starting 
point for finding the band structure of graphite. It was realized as early as 1947 by P. R. Wallace16 that 
the E-k relation is linear for low energies near the six corners of the two-dimensional hexagonal 
Brillouin zone, leading to zero effective mass for electrons and holes. Due to this linear (or “conical") 
dispersion relation at low energies, electrons and holes near these six points, two of which are 
inequivalent, behave like relativistic particles described by the Dirac equation for spin 1/2 
particles.17,18 Hence, the electrons and holes are called Dirac fermions, and the six corners of the 
Brillouin zone are called the Dirac points.17 Figure 2 shows the peculiar single-particle band structure 
of this 2D material. The linear dispersion at low energies makes the electrons and holes in graphene 
mimic relativistic particles that are described by the Dirac relativistic equation for particles with spin 
1/2, and they are usually referred to as Dirac Fermions. Their dispersion, E2D = ħνF=(kx
2 + ky
2)1/2, is 
analogous to that of photons, Ek = ħck, but with the velocity of light c replaced by vF ≈ 10
6 m s–1, the 
Fermi velocity. Thus, electrons and holes in graphene have zero effective mass and a velocity that is 
about 300 times slower than that of light. This linear dispersion relationship also means that quasi-
particles in graphene display properties quite different to those observed in conventional three-
dimensional materials, which have parabolic dispersion relationships. For example, graphene displays 
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Figure 2. The band structure (top) and Brillouin zone (bottom) of graphene. The valence band (which 
is of π-character) and the conduction band (π*-character) touch at six points that lie at the Fermi 
energy, but only two of these points — the K and K' points — are inequivalent. 
At these Dirac points, the density-of-states is zero, so graphene can be considered as a zero-gap 
semiconductor. At low energies, the dispersion is linear, determined by the conical sections involving 
the K and K' points. The quantization of the circumferential momentum, k⊥, leads to the formation of 
a set of discrete energy sub-bands for each nanotube (red parallel lines). The relation of these lines to 
the band structure of graphene determines the electronic structure of the nanotube. If the lines pass 
through the K or K’ points, the nanotube is a metal: if they do not, the nanotube is a semiconductor. 
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an anomalous quantum Hall effect and half-integer quantization of the Hall conductivity.4,6 The 
quantum Hall effect in graphene can be observed even at room temperature.19 
 
1.2.2. Optical properties of graphene 
Graphene's unique electronic properties produce an unexpectedly high opacity for an atomic 
monolayer, with a startlingly simple value: it absorbs πα ≈ 2.3% of white light, where α is the fine-
structure constant.20(See figure 3) This is "a consequence of the unusual low-energy electronic 
structure of monolayer graphene that features electron and hole conical bands meeting each other at 
the Dirac point is qualitatively different from more common quadratic massive bands".21 Based on the 
Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWMcC) band model of graphite, the interatomic distance, hopping 
value and frequency cancel when the optical conductance is calculated using the Fresnel equations in 
the thin-film limit. This has been confirmed experimentally, but the measurement is not precise 
enough to improve on other techniques for determining the fine-structure constant. Recently it has 
been demonstrated that the band gap of graphene can be tuned from 0 to 0.25 eV (about 5 micrometre 
wavelength) by applying voltage to a dual-gate bilayer graphene field-effect transistor (FET) at room 
temperature.22 The optical response of graphene nanoribbons has also been shown to be tunable into 
the terahertz regime by an applied magnetic field.23 It has been shown that graphene/graphene oxide 
system exhibits electrochromic behavior, allowing tuning of both linear and ultrafast optical 
properties.24 
 
1.2.3. Thermal properties of graphene 
The near-room temperature thermal conductivity of graphene was recently measured to be between 
(4.84±0.44) ×103 to (5.30±0.48) ×103 Wm−1K−1. These measurements, made by a non-contact optical 
technique, are in excess of those measured for carbon nanotubes or diamond. It can be shown by using 
the Wiedemann-Franz law, that the thermal conduction is phonon-dominated.25 However, for a gated 
graphene strip, an applied gate bias causing a Fermi energy shift much larger than kBT can cause the 
electronic contribution to increase and dominate over the phonon contribution at low temperatures. 
The ballistic thermal conductance of graphene is isotropic.26 
 
1.2.4. Mechanical properties of graphene 
As of 2009, graphene appears to be one of the strongest materials ever tested. Measurements have 
shown that graphene has a breaking strength 200 times greater than steel, with a tensile strength of 
130GPa (19,000,000 psi).27 Using an atomic force microscope (AFM), the spring constant of 
suspended graphene sheets has been measured. Graphene sheets, held together by van der Waals 
forces, were suspended over SiO2 cavities where an AFM tip was probed to test its mechanical 
properties. Its spring constant was in the range 1–5 N/m and the Young's modulus was 0.5 TPa, which 
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Figure 3. A single and bilayer sample suspended on a porous membrane. Optical absorbance is 
measured at 2.3% per layer. The inset shows the sample design with several apertures.21  
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differs from that of the bulk graphite. These high values make graphene very strong and rigid. These 
intrinsic properties could lead to using graphene for NEMS applications such as pressure sensors and 
resonators.28  
 
1.3. Preparation of graphene 
 
1.3.1. Bottom-up method: chemical vapor deposition (CVD) & epitaxial growth (EG) 
As the bottom up method, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and epitaxial growth(EG), (See Figure 
4) such as the decomposition of ethylene on nickel surfaces.29 CVD is a chemical process used to 
produce high-purity, high-performance solid materials. The process is often used in the semiconductor 
industry to produce thin films. In a typical CVD process, the wafer (substrate) is exposed to one or 
more volatile precursors, which react and/or decompose on the substrate surface to produce the 
desired deposit. Frequently, volatile by-products are also produced, which are removed by gas flow 
through the reaction chamber. The CVD processes that have been reported to date have utilized 
transition metal surfaces for growth of graphene using either methane or ethylene gases as precursors 
at high deposition temperatures. Large-area graphene films (up to ~1 cm2) of single- to few-layer 
graphene have been generated by CVD growth on metal substrates,8,30,31 and graphene-type carbon 
materials have been produced by substrate-free CVD,32 radio-frequency plasma-enhanced CVD,33 
aerosol pyrolysis34 and solvothermal synthesis.35 These early efforts (which started in 1970) were 
followed by a large body of work by the surface-science community on ‘monolayer graphite’.36  
Epitaxy refers to the method of depositing a monocrystalline film on a monocrystalline substrate. 
The deposited film is denoted as epitaxial film or epitaxial layer. The term epitaxy comes from the 
Greek roots epi, meaning "above", and taxis, meaning "in ordered manner". It can be translated "to 
arrange upon". Epitaxial films may be grown from gaseous or liquid precursors. Because the substrate 
acts as a seed crystal, the deposited film takes on a lattice structure and orientation identical to those 
of the substrate. This is different from other thin-film deposition methods which deposit 
polycrystalline or amorphous films, even on single-crystal substrates. If a film is deposited on a 
substrate of the same composition, the process is called homoepitaxy; otherwise it is called 
heteroepitaxy. Growing graphene by subtractive epitaxy on semi-insulating SiC substrates offers the 
advantage of structural coherence over large areas, because the azimuthal orientation of graphene is 
governed, to a large degree, by the crystal structure of the substrate surface. This is especially true in 
the case of the Si-face surface of SiC. Recently, atmospheric-pressure graphitization in inert gas 
environments has been proven to produce almost perfect EG films on either Si- or C-terminated 
hexagonal SiC bulk crystals.37,38 
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Figure 4. CVD growth method and schematic diagram of epitaxial growth. 
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1.3.2. Top-down method: micromechanical exfoliation & chemically converted graphene 
As the top down method, the micromechanical exfoliation of graphite is introduced.39 This 
approach, which is also known as the ‘Scotch tape’ or peel-off method, followed on from earlier work 
on micromechanical exfoliation from patterned graphite. Micromechanical exfoliation has yielded 
small samples of graphene that are useful for fundamental study. This approach was found to be 
highly reliable and allowed us to prepare few-layer graphene films up to 10 μm in size. (See Figure 5) 
Chemically converted graphene (CCG) was first prepared in the nineteenth century and has been 
mainly produced by the Brodie,40 Staudenmaier41 and Hummers42 methods. All three methods involve 
oxidation of graphite in the presence of strong acids and oxidants. The level of the oxidation can be 
varied on the basis of the method, the reaction conditions and the precursor graphite used. Although 
extensive research has been done to reveal the chemical structure of graphite oxide, several models 
are still being debated in the literature. Solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy of graphite oxide and 
recently of 13C-labelled graphite oxide favors the model shown in Figure 6(a); the sp2-bonded carbon 
network of graphite is strongly disrupted and a significant fraction of this carbon network is bonded to 
hydroxyl groups or participates in epoxide groups.43-46 Minor components of carboxylic or carbonyl 
groups are thought to populate the edges of the layers in graphite oxide. This indicates that further 
work with solid-state NMR on 13C-labelled graphite oxide is necessary, along with (for example) 
titration with fluorescent tags of carboxylic and other groups to identify their spatial distribution on 
individual graphene oxide platelets derived from graphite oxide. Graphite oxide thus consists of a 
layered structure of ‘graphene oxide’ sheets that are strongly hydrophilic such that intercalation of 
water molecules between the layers readily occurs.47 The interlayer distance between the graphene 
oxide sheets increases reversibly from 6 to 12 Å with increasing relative humidity.47 Notably, graphite 
oxide can be completely exfoliated to produce aqueous colloidal suspensions of graphene oxide sheets 
by simple sonication (See Figure 6)48 and by stirring the water/graphite oxide mixture for a long 
enough time.49 The measurement of the surface charge (zeta potential) of graphene oxide sheets50 
shows that they have negative charges when dispersed in water. This suggests that electrostatic 
repulsion between negatively charged graphene oxide sheets could generate a stable aqueous 
suspension of them. A considerable body of work51,52 on such aqueous colloidal suspensions was 
carried out in the 1950s and 1960s. Such graphene oxide sheets probably have a similar chemical 
structure to the layers in graphite oxide and are a promising starting material in the generation of 
colloidal suspensions of other CCG through chemical tuning. Filtration of CCG suspensions has 
produced free standing paper-like materials50,53-56 that have a layered structure. (See Figure 6(c), (d)) 
Significant advances have also been made in using homogeneous suspensions of CCG sheets to 
produce thin films, which can be relevant to transparent and electrically conductive thin-film 
applications, among others.50,54-59 
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Figure 5. Micromechanical exfoliation of graphite. 
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Figure 6. Graphite oxide and graphene oxide. (a) Chemical structure of graphite oxide. For clarity, 
minor functional groups, carboxylic groups and carbonyl groups have been omitted at the edges. (b) 
An AFM image of exfoliated graphene oxide sheets; the sheets are ~1 nm thick. The horizontal lines 
indicate the sections corresponding (in order from top to bottom) to the traces shown on the right. (c) 
Photograph of folded graphene oxide paper (d) A scanning electron microscope image of the cross-
section of the graphene oxide paper, showing layered structure. 
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1.4. Fabrication of graphene thin film 
Fundamental researches have initiated from the micromechanical cleavage of highly crystalline 
graphite for high-quality graphene sheets, recent efforts are geared toward producing the graphene 
sheets in a controlled, scalable, and reproducible manner. For example, stable suspensions of graphene 
oxide can be readily obtained by ultrasonication of chemically oxidized graphite oxide, offering the 
potential of creating large-scale graphene thin films. A number of approaches have been made to 
assemble these well-dispersed oxidized or chemically reduced graphene oxide nanosheets into thin 
films with tailorable properties. They include vacuum filtration,50,53,54,60-62 dip coating,59,63 spin-
coating,64-67 Langmuir–Blodgett assembly,68,69 and direct chemical vapor deposition.8,70 The LbL 
assembly has been so far used to make thin films consisting of poly (acrylic acid)-modified and poly 
(acryl amide)-modified graphene nanoplatelets or negative-charged graphite oxide and positive-
charged polymer like poly (allylamine hydrochloride).71,72 These LbL assemblies can create highly 
controllable, conformal thin films in terms of thickness, transmittance, and sheet resistance. This 
method affords ultrathin film of any materials with an excellent control over the optical and electrical 
properties. 
 
1.5. Applications of graphene thin films 
 
1.5.1. Transparent conducting electrode 
Indium tin oxide (ITO) and fluorine tin oxide (FTO) have been widely used as window electrodes in 
optoelectronic devices.73,74 These metal oxides, however, appear to be increasingly problematic due to 
(i) the limited availability of the element indium on earth, (ii) their instability in the presence of acid 
or base, (iii) their susceptibility to ion diffusion into polymer layers, (iv) their limited transparency in 
the near infrared region, and (v) the current leakage of FTO devices caused by FTO structure 
defects.75 The search for novel electrode materials with good stability, high transparency and excellent 
conductivity is therefore a crucial goal for optoelectronics.76,77 Graphene as a rising star in material 
science, exhibits remarkable electronic properties that qualify it for applications in future 
optoelectronic devices.1,78,79 Zhi, a researcher in Prof. Klaus Müllen's Synthetic Chemistry research 
group at the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz/Germany, together with Xuan Wang 
and Müllen, successfully demonstrated the application of graphene films as window electrodes in 
solid-state DSSCs.59 
Recently, transparent and conductive graphene based composites have been prepared by 
incorporation of graphene sheets into polystyrene or silica.80,81  
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1.5.2. Catalytic counter electrode in DSSC 
 
1.5.2.1. Introduction of DSSC 
Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) is composed of a porous layer of titanium dioxide nanoparticles, 
covered with a molecular dye that absorbs sunlight, like the chlorophyll in green leaves. The titanium 
dioxide is immersed under an electrolyte solution, above which is a platinum-based catalyst. As in a 
conventional alkaline battery, an anode (the titanium dioxide) and a cathode (the platinum) are placed 
on either side of a liquid conductor (the electrolyte). Attempts to create photoelectrochemical solar 
cells by mimicking nature’s photosynthesis started in the 1970s with early efforts involving the 
covering of crystals of semiconductor titanium dioxide with a layer of chlorophyll. However, owing to 
the electrons’ reluctance to move through the layer of pigment, the efficiency of the first solar cells 
sensitised in this way was about 0.01%. In the late 1980s, scientists discovered that nanotechnology 
could overcome the problem.82 Instead of using a single large titania semiconductor crystal, they 
worked with a sponge of small particles, each about 20 nm in diameter, coated with an extremely thin 
layer of pigment. This method increased the effective surface area available for absorbing the light by 
a factor of one thousand, hugely increasing the efficiency on conversion of the sunlight into an 
electric current. The first system used a 10 μm-thick, optically transparent film of TiO2 particles of 
tens of nm in size with a photosensitizer dye chemically linked (usually by -COOH, -PO3H2, or -
B(OH)2 functional groups) to the semiconductor surface, a solution containing a redox mediator and a 
metallic counter electrode. 
 
1.5.2.2. Working principles of DSSC 
The working scheme of a typical cell is illustrated in Figure 7, showing a TiO2 layer deposited in a 
conductive ITO glass. The dye is placed over this semiconductor film, in contact with an electrolyte. 
The excitation of the dye upon irradiation is followed by injection of the resulting electrons into the 
conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor, from where they reach the cell anode (usually a 
conductive glass or plastic). Regeneration of dye electrons occurs through donation from a redox 
electrolyte in contact with the dye. This typically occurs through an organic solvent containing an 
iodide/triiodide couple. Triiodide is reduced in turn at the counter electrode, while electron migration 
from the anode to the counter electrode closes the circuit. The voltage generated is equal to the 
difference between the Fermi level of the electron in the solid TiO2 and the redox potential of the 
electrolyte. Beyond being highly effective, semiconductor TiO2 is also abundant, low in cost, non-
toxic and biocompatible. Typically, nanocrystals of mesostructured TiO2 in the anatase phase are 
prepared by sol-gel hydrothermal processing of a suitable titania precursor in the presence of a 
template such as Pluronic P123. The xerogel is isolated as thin film supported over a glass, further 
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Figure 7. Working scheme of a typical dye-sensitized solar cell. 
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covered by another conductive glass.83 
The redox couple in the electrolyte, most commonly iodide/triiodide, functions well because the 
electron transfer from nanocrystalline TiO2 to I3
– is much slower than that from a count electrode.84 
The I2
–•/I– couple potential determines the thermodynamic driving force for the electron transfer from 
I– to the oxidized dye. Indeed, the mechanism of electron transfer from TiO2 to I3
– is preceded by a 
weak dissociative chemisorption of iodine on TiO2: 
I3
– ←→ I2 + I
–    (1) 
I2 + e
–
(TiO2) → I2
–•  (2) 
Equation 1 has a very low equilibrium constant (~10–7 in acetonitrile), whereas the iodine radical is 
further reduced in a second-electron-transfer step: 
I2
–• + e–(TiO2) → 2I
– (3) 
Regeneration of the dye ground state involves reduction of the oxidized dye by iodide: 
Ru(III) + 2I– Ru(II) + I2
–• (4) 
Sensitizers are generally based on polypyridyl complexes of Ru with an RuL2(X)2 structure. A 
monolayer is adsorbed over the deposited TiO2 film; this is the device absorbing solar light at the 
beginning of the previously described cycle. 
 
1.5.2.3. Trials of replacing the platinum as a catalyst  
A Pt is a rare and expensive material and thus inhibits large-scale fabrication. To replace Pt in the 
counter electrode requires materials with a high charge exchange current during the redox reaction 
(high electrocatalytic activity), resistance to corrosive electrolytes containing iodide, and transparency. 
Thus far, several studies have sought possible substitutes, with CoS and carbonaceous materials such 
as carbon black and carbon nanotubes showing potential.85-89 Electrodes based on carbon exhibit low 
charge exchange current and therefore require thick coatings to achieve high surface area. Recently 
DSSCs with opaque graphene counter electrodes have been shown to exhibit relatively high efficiency 
(a maximum of 90 % of a conventional DSSC with a Pt counter electrode).90-92 
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2. Experimental 
 
2.1. Preparation of oppositely charged rGO 
 
2.1.1. Preparation of negatively charged GO 
Graphite oxide was synthesized from purified natural graphite (SP-1, Bay Carbon) by the 
Hummers.93 The graphite powder (20 g) was put into an 80 °C solution of concentrated H2SO4 (30 
mL), K2S2O8 (10 g), and P2O5 (10 g). The resultant dark blue mixture was thermally isolated and 
allowed to cool to room temperature over a period of 6 h. The mixture was then carefully diluted with 
distilled water, filtered, and washed on the filter until the rinse water pH became neutral. The product 
was dried in air at ambient temperature overnight. This preoxidized graphite was then subjected to 
oxidation by Hummers’ method. The oxidized graphite powder (20 g) was put into cold (0 °C) 
concentrated H2SO4 (460 mL). KMnO4 (60 g) was added gradually with stirring and cooling, so that 
the temperature of the mixture was not allowed to reach 20 °C. The mixture was then stirred at 35 °C 
for 2 h, and distilled water (920 mL) was added. In 15 min, the reaction was terminated by the 
addition of a large amount of distilled water (2.8 L) and 30% H2O2 solution (50 mL), after which the 
color of the mixture changed to bright yellow. The mixture was filtered and washed with 1:10 HCl 
solution (5 L) in order to remove metal ions. The graphite oxide product was suspended in distilled 
water to give a viscous, brown, 2% dispersion, which was subjected to dialysis to completely remove 
metal ions and acids. The resulting 0.5% w/v GO dispersion, which is stable for a period of years, was 
used to prepare exfoliated graphite oxide. Exfoliation was achieved by dilution of the 0.5% GO 
dispersion (1 mL) with deionized water (24 mL), followed by 30 min sonication. The resulting 
homogeneous yellow-brown sol, which contained 0.2 g/L GO, was stable for a period of months and 
was used for film preparation. The resulting GO is negatively charged over a wide pH condition since 
the GO sheet has chemical functional groups such as carboxylic acids. 
 
2.1.2. Preparation of positively charged GO 
Positively charged GO was synthesized by using N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl)carbodiimide 
methiodide (EDC, 98%, Alfa Aesar) and ethylenediamine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich). Negatively charged 
GO suspension (50 mL) was combined with EDC (600 mg) and ethylenediamine (4 mL) and stirred 
for 4 h, and afterwards the mixture solution was dialyzed for 24 h to remove EDC and 
ethylenediamine. The MWCO of the dialysis tubing (Spectra/Por dialysis membrane) is 12~14 kD. 
Then positively charged GO suspension of dark brown was obtained.  
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2.1.3. Reduction of negatively & positively charged GO 
Negatively and positively charged GO suspensions were reduced by hydrazine solution (35 wt% in 
water, Aldrich). As-prepared negatively charged GO suspension (5.0 mL) was mixed with 5.0 μL of 
hydrazine solution and 35.0 μL of ammonia solution (28-30%, Samchun) in a 20-mL glass vial. After 
stirred for a few minutes, the vial was put in a water bath at 95 oC for 1 h. The reduction of positively 
charged GO suspension was identically carried out without mixing of the ammonia solution. 
 
 
2.2. Fabrication of rGO (or GO) multilayer films using LbL assembly 
 Silicon or quartz substrate was cleaned by piranha solution to remove any organic contamination 
and treated with oxygen plasma to introduce hydrophilic surface. Positively charged rGO (or GO) 
solution (0.5 mg/mL) at pH 10 was dropped on the silicon or quartz substrate which was loaded in a 
spin coater (ACE-200, Dong Ah Tech), maintained for 2 min as a waiting period, and spun at 3,000 
rpm for 30 seconds. As a rinsing step, DI water at the same pH was dropped on the substrate coated 
with positively charged rGO, maintained for 2 min, and spun at 3,000 rpm for 30 seconds. Next, 
negatively charged rGO (or GO) solution (0.5 mg/mL) at pH 10 was spin-coated with the same 
procedures, followed by the rinsing step. Then, we obtained one bilayer of rGO sheets. Above 
procedures were repeated to achieve the desired number of bilayers. The structure of oppositely 
charged rGO and the resulting LbL films of rGO are presented at figure 8. 
 
2.3. Characterization methods of rGO multilayer films 
Amine-functionalized GO sheets were characterized by XPS (Thermo Fisher, K-alpha). AFM 
images were measured in tapping mode with Nanoscope Ⅴ from Veeco. The thickness of rGO and 
GO multilayers on the silicon substrate was measured by ellipsometry (J. A. Woollam Co. Inc, EC-
400 and M-2000V). The transmittance of the graphene films was characterized by using the UV/VIS 
spectroscopy (VARIAN, Cary 5000). Raman spectra were obtained with Alpha 300s from WITEC. 
The resistance of the graphene films was measured by using the four-point probe method (AIT, CMT-
SR1000N). 
 
2.4. Fabrication of OLED device 
ITO-coated glass (10 Ω/sq) and rGO-coated glass (3 kΩ/sq) substrate were used for making 
polymer light emitting devices, respectively. The electroluminescence properties depending on each 
electrode were studied in the structure of ITO/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): 
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)/poly(2-methoxy -5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene) 
(MEH-PPV)/Ba/Al and rGO/PEDOT:PSS/ MEH-PPV/Ba/Al, respectively. The current density (J), 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of LbL assembly of reduced graphene oxide multilayer with rGO-
COO- and rGO-NH3
+ (a) and the resulting LbL film of rGO (b). 
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luminance (L), and luminous efficiency of each device were measured using a Keithley 2365A source 
measure unit equipped with Minolta CS2000. Measurements were performed under air ambient room 
temperature condition, but samples were stored in N2-filled glove box to avoid photo-oxidation. The 
total time of exposure to air was kept less than 10 minutes. 
 
2.5. Preparation of GO/Pt and GO/Au hybrid films on FTO for the counter electrodes 
Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) substrates (Pilkington TEC Glass-TEC 8) were cleaned with oxygen 
plasma to introduce a hydrophilic surface. Positively charged GO solution (0.5 mg/mL) at pH 4 was 
dropped onto the FTO substrate, which was loaded into a spin coater (ACE-200, Dong Ah Tech), 
maintained for 2 min as a waiting period, and spun at 3,000 rpm for 30 seconds. As a rinsing step, DI 
water at the same pH was dropped onto the substrate coated with positively charged GO, maintained 
for 2 min, and spun at 3,000 rpm for 30 seconds. Next, negatively charged GO solution (0.5 mg/mL) 
at pH 10 was spin-coated using the same procedures, and this was followed by a rinsing step. We then 
obtained one bilayer of a GO sheet. These procedures could be repeated to obtain two bilayers of GO 
sheets. The substrate was then dipped into an AuCl3 (25 mM) or an H2PtCl6 (25 mM) aqueous 
solution. After 30 minutes, the substrate was dried using nitrogen gas blowing. The as-prepared 
samples were thermally annealed at 550 °C in a vacuum for 30 min to enhance the electrical 
conductivity. 
 
2.6. Fabrication of DSSC 
To clean the FTO glasses, they were washed in a detergent solution, DI water, an ethanol-acetone 
mixture solution (v/v=1/1), and 2-propanol in an ultrasonic bath for 5 min, in turn, and then treated by 
a UV-O3 system for 15 min. The cleaned FTO glasses were then immersed in a 40 mM aqueous 
solution of TiCl4 at 80 °C for 30 min and rinsed with DI water and an ethanol-acetonitrile mixture 
solution (v/v=1/1). Nanocrystalline TiO2 paste (20 nm, ENB-Korea) was coated onto the FTO glasses 
using a doctor blade. The TiO2-coated FTO glasses were aged at 60 °C for 1 h and annealed at 500 °C 
for 1 h to create a TiO2 film with a thickness of 12 mm. The nanocrystalline TiO2 paste (500 nm, ENB-
Korea) was coated onto the TiO2 film, aged at 60 °C for 1 h, and annealed at 500 °C for 1 h to create a 
TiO2 film with total thickness of 16 mm. The TiO2 substrate was then treated with 20 mM of an 
aqueous solution of TiCl4 at 80 °C for 30 min and rinsed with DI water and an ethanol-acetonitrile 
mixture solution (v/v=1/1). The substrate was heated to 500 °C, cooled to 80 °C, and immediately 
immersed in 0.5 mM (Bu4N)2[Ru(dcbpyH)2(NCS)2] (N719) in a mixed solvent of acetonitrile and tert-
butanol (v/v=1/1). The substrate in the N719 solution was then maintained at room temperature for 20 
h. 
 To prepare a Pt counter electrode of DSSC, 10 M H2PtCl6 solution in 2-propanol was coated onto a 
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clean FTO glass and this was annealed at 450 °C for 30 min. A 50 mm -thick Surlyn film (DuPont) 
was placed over the prepared dye-coated TiO2 electrode and the counter electrode was subsequently 
placed. Sealing of the cell was achieved by pressing the electrodes at 120 °C for 5 sec. Electrolyte was 
added to the system, and a final sealing completed the fabrication of the cell. The composition of the 
electrolyte was 0.6 M 1-hexyl-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolium iodide, 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.05 M iodine, 
and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine in acetonitrile. 
 
2.7. Characterization of DSSC 
Photocurrent-voltage (J-V) curves of DSSC were obtained by current-voltage characteristics 
measurements (Keithley, Digital Source Meter, model 2400) under AM 1.5G light of 100 mW/cm2 
(Newport, ORIEL-Sol-3A). The incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) was 
obtained by PV measurement (PV Measurements, Inc., QEX7 series). Impedance spectra were 
measured using a sandwich cell configuration in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.6 M 1-hexyl-2,3-
dimethyl-imidazolium iodide, 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.05 M iodine, and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine by 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) (Solartron 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyzer ). 
Cyclic voltammograms were measured using a three-electrode system with an Ag/AgCl (Sat. KCl) 
reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M lithium iodide, 
0.01 M iodine, and 1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlorate via a Solartron 1287 potentiostat. The 
symmetrical sandwich cell is as close as possible to the actual situation in DSSC. It was fabricated 
from two identical FTO substrates (or GO/metal-coated FTO substrates) which were separated by 70 
mm thick Surlyn tape (DuPont) as a spacer. The cell was filled with acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M 
lithium iodide, 0.01 M iodine, and 1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlorate. 
The surface morphologies of the GO and GO/metal hybrid films were investigated by scanning 
electron microscopy (FEI, Nova Nanosem 230). The films were also characterized by x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (Thermo Fisher, K-alpha). The thickness of the GO thin films was 
measured by ellipsometry (J. A. Woollam Co. Inc., EC-400 and M-2000V). The transmittance of the 
GO and GO/metal hybrid films was characterized by UV/VIS spectroscopy (VARIAN, Cary 5000). 
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3. Results 
 
3.1. Colloidal stability of oppositely charged GO 
To introduce the rGO into an LbL system based on the electrostatic interactions, initially graphene 
oxide suspensions were prepared according to the modified Hummers method.42 Following the 
sonication for exfoliation of graphite oxide, the chemical functional groups introduced on the surface 
of graphene sheet such as carboxylic acids (COOH) render the prepared GO negatively charged over a 
wide pH conditions (GO-COO-) (See zeta potential measurements in Figure 9). Subsequently, 
positively charged GO sheets were prepared by introducing amine groups (NH2) on the surface of 
negatively charged GO sheets through the N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl)carbodiimide 
methiodide (EDC) mediated reaction between carboxylic acids (and/or epoxides) and excess 
ethylenediamine, which leads to positively charged stable GO suspension (GO-NH3
+). Chemical 
reduction of each GO suspension was carried out by adding hydrazine in the presence of ammonia to 
prevent the aggregation of the resulting rGO suspensions as reported previosuly.50 As demonstrated in 
zeta-potential measurements, the prepared rGO suspensions exhibit a fairly good colloidal stability 
over a wide span of pH conditions (See Figure 9). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) further 
supports the presence of the surface functional groups after the introduction of amine groups (See 
Figure 10). 
 
3.2. Characterization of rGO multilayer films 
 
3.2.1. Transmittance of rGO multilayer films 
Based on the electrostatic interactions, multilayer thin films were assembled by repeatedly layering 
the suspensions of rGO-NH3
+ and rGO-COO- on a planar silicon wafer or quartz slide to afford the 
multilayer in the architecture of (rGO-NH3
+/rGO-COO-)n (n = number of bilayer) (Figure 8). We 
chose pH 10 for spin-assisted LbL assembly of both rGO-NH3
+ and rGO-COO- with an optimum 
colloidal stability and sufficient surface charges. The spin-coating method was used in the LbL 
assembly because it had advantages over dip coating and spray coating methods in terms of 
transmittance, thickness control, and time of film fabrication. The fabrication of the multilayers was 
monitored by the gradual increase of characteristic UV/Vis absorbance of rGO at 268 nm (lmax) 
(Figure 11(a)). In comparison to the absorption peak of GO suspension at 227 nm, the shifted 
absorption maxima of rGO multilayer film indicates that the electronic conjugation within the 
graphene sheets was restored upon chemical reduction. In consistent with the absoprtion spectra, the 
ellipsometric measurement provides that the thickness of rGO multilayer films was linearly 
proportional to the number of bilayers (Figure 11(b)). The as-prepared rGO multilayer films could not 
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Figure 9. Zeta potentials at different pH values for negatively charged GO and rGO and positively 
charged GO and rGO solutions. Concentration of each solution is 0.005 wt%. 
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Figure 10. XPS survey spectra of negatively charged GO (a) and positively charged GO (b). The 
positively charged GO with amine groups shows N 1s peak. 
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Figure 11. Growth curve of (rGO-NH3
+/rGO-COO-)n multilayer. (a) UV/Vis spectra of multilayer 
deposited on a quartz slide and (b) a plot of thickness and absorbance with respect to the number of 
bilayer. The film thickness was measured by ellipsometry. 
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be used directly for transparent electrodes due to their high sheet resistance. Therefore, an annealing 
process at 1,000 oC in H2 atmosphere, which is similar to methods reported elsewhere,
4,15 was 
introduced and then the sheet resistance decreased by two orders relative to the as-prepared 
multilayers. (See Table 1) 
 
3.2.2. Surface morphology of rGO multilayer films 
The surface morphology of rGO multilayers was observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
before and after annealing. We can observe edges of individual sheets of graphene clearly in as-
prepared samples before annealing (Figure 12(a) – (d)). In particular, the initial film with 2 bilayers in 
Figure 12(b) shows obviously individual, separated sheets of rGO, whereas the film with 10 bilayers 
in Figure 12(d) shows overlaid sheets which make it difficult to identify edges. Surface root-mean-
square (rms) roughness (Rq) is determined to be 0.94 and 3.08 nm for 2 bilayers with 5.0 nm thickness 
and 10 bilayers with 15.2 nm thickness, respectively, from AFM images over 10 ´ 10 mm regions of 
Figure 12(a) and (c). It is not strange that the surface rms roughness increases with the number of 
bilayers. The surface morphology of the multilayers is changed after annealing in H2 atmosphere at 
1,000 oC which was performed in order to improve conductivity of the resulting graphene thin films. 
Figure 12(e) – (h) show that individual sheets seem to merge together and so it is difficult to find the 
distinct boundary of each sheet in overlaid sheets. Such phenomenon is obviously observed in Figure 
12(h) with 10 bilayers that do not have vacant sites as shown in Figure 12(f) with 2 bilayers. In Figure 
12(h), individual sheets are not resolved, instead some wrinkles are observed in the uniform film. 
Such morphologies of 2, 6 and 10 bilayers after annealing were identically observed in SEM images. 
(See Figure 13) It is also of note that the surface rms roughness in AFM images over 10 ´ 10 mm 
regions after annealing reduced to 0.69 and 0.96 nm for 2 bilayers with 5.2 nm thickness and 10 
bilayers with 12.0 nm thickness respectively, in Figure 12(e) and (g). Changes in the surface 
morphology and rms roughness may be due to reorientation of rGO sheets and densification of the 
thin film during annealing. Above results on changes of surface morphology and roughness in rGO 
multilayers after annealing are similarly observed in GO multilayers. (GO multilayers were fabricated 
to compare with rGO multilayers. This will be discussed later. See Table 2, Figure 14, 15) 
 
3.2.3. Sheet resistance of rGO multilayer films 
Table 2 exhibits the resulting sheet resistance and transmittance of rGO multilayers as a function of 
the number of bilayers after annealing. The sheet resistance decreases linearly with increasing the 
number of bilayers in the region above 4 bilayers. Too high sheet resistance in the 2 bilayer is 
considered to be due to the imperfect connection of rGO sheets. The transmittance measured at 550 
nm decreases gradually with increasing the number of bilayers. In the present study, the lowest sheet 
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Table 1. Thickness, transmittance (T), and sheet resistance (R) of rGO LbL multilayers before and 
after annealing 
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Figure 12. AFM images of rGO multilayers on quartz substrates before (a-d) and after (e-h) annealing 
in H2 atmosphere at 1,000 ℃ for n = 2 bilayers (top panels; a, b, e, and f) and 10 bilayers (bottom 
panels; c, d, g, and h). Scale bar is 2.5 mm and 500 nm as indicated, respectively. 
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Figure 13. SEM images of rGO multilayers with 2 bilayers (a), 6 bilayers (b), and 10 bilayers (c) on 
Si substrates after annealing. 
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Table 2. Thickness, transmittance (T), and sheet resistance (R) of GO LbL multilayers before and 
after annealing 
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Figure 14. UV/Vis spectra of GO LbL multilayers before and after annealing. 
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Figure 15. AFM images and surface rms roughness (Rq) for 2, 6, and 10 bilayers of GO LbL 
multilayers before and after annealing. 
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resistance is 2.5 kΩ/sq at 75 % transmittance. However, much lower sheet resistance than 2.5 kΩ/sq 
can be obtained with increasing the number of bilayers, albeit at lower transmittance, because the 
sheet resistance is inversely proportional to the number of bilayers as shown in Table 2. If we 
consider the LbL assembly as proven in Figures 12 and 16, the sheet resistance and transmittance can 
be easily changed in conjunction with the number of bilayers which is strongly related to the thickness 
of the multilayers. It means that we can precisely control the thickness, sheet resistance, and 
transmittance of the multilayers by fully taking advantages of nanoscale engineering of the LbL 
assembly.  
 
3.2.4. Thickness of rGO multilayer films 
To prove the precise control of the thickness, we show relationship between the number of bilayers 
and the thickness by ellipsometry. In the plot of the thickness vs. the number of bilayers in Figure 17, 
red and blue curves correspond to linear fits of thickness data before and after annealing, respectively. 
The linear fit is determined to be valid from the value of R=0.98. Thus, the slope of the fitted curve 
means the thickness per bilayer (nm/bilayer). In the fitted curves of rGO LbL films in Figure 17(a), 
the slopes are 1.36 and 0.91 nm/bilayer before and after annealing, respectively. The decrease in the 
thickness per bilayer after annealing is due to removal of functional groups remaining even in rGO 
sheets. The above results indicate that the thickness of the multilayer is linearly proportional to the 
number of layers by LbL assembly and the thickness of one layer in rGO multilayers after annealing 
is 0.46 nm. Thus, we could reach the conclusion that the thickness of the multilayer thin film of rGO 
is able to be controlled precisely in the subnanometer scale by ~ 0.46 nm via simply varying the 
number of stacking layers. This method affords ultrathin multilayers of rGO with an excellent control 
over the optical and electrical properties because the properties are correlated with the thickness. 
 
3.2.5. Comparision of rGO and GO multilayer films 
To compare with rGO multilayers, GO sheets can be used as starting materials for fabrication of 
transparent and conducting electrode as reported in other paper.50,66 All fabrication procedures for GO 
multilayers that do not include any chemical reduction step are the same as those for rGO multilayers. 
Characterization results such as UV/Vis absorption (See Figure 14) and AFM supported a successful 
fabrication of GO multilayers by LbL assembly. (See Figure 15) We compare the thickness per 
bilayer in GO multilayers with that in rGO multilayers. From the slopes of the fitted curves in Figure 
17(b), the thickness is 1.54 and 2.22 nm/bilayer before and after annealing. On the contrary to rGO 
multilayers, the thickness of GO multilayers increases after annealing. This may be due to more gases 
generated during annealing which are originated from much more oxygenated functional groups in 
GO sheets than in rGO sheets, eventually expanding the multilayer sheets. Different internal 
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Figure 16. Sheet resistance and transmittance of rGO multilayers after annealing in H2 atmosphere at 
1,000 oC. Transmittance was measured at 550 nm. The top image shows a photographe for 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 
10, and 15 bilayers (BL) of rGO multilayers deposited on a quartz substrate after annealing. 
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Figure 17. Thickness of LbL multilayer thin films of rGO (a) and GO (b) before and after annealing. 
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structures between rGO and GO sheets are expected to induce different properties. Actually, values of 
sheet resistance at the same transmittance are different between rGO and GO sheets. Multilayers of 
rGO show 8.6 and 32 kΩ/sq at 86 and 91% transmittance, whereas GO multilayers show 21 and 67 
kΩ/sq at 88 and 91% transmittance. Another difference between rGO and GO sheets is the extent of 
reduction in transmittance after annealing with increasing the number of bilayers. The rGO 
multilayers showed reduction by only 1-2% in transmittance after annealing, whereas the GO 
multilayers showed reduction by 9% at 10 bilayers in transmittance after annealing. (See Table 2) In 
comparison of Raman spectra before and after annealing, both multilayers showed a similar trend that 
the ratio of ID/IG decreased from 2.60 to 2.15 for rGO multilayers and from 2.57 to 2.30 for GO 
multilayers. (See Figure 18) 
 
3.3. Application of rGO multilayer films for OLED as a electrode 
The rGO multilayers by LbL assembly can be used as transparent electrodes for organic light-
emitting diode (OLED) devices. The current density - voltage - luminance (J-V-L) characteristics of 
the devices fabricated on the ITO and graphene-coated substrate, respectively, are shown in Figure 19. 
In comparison with the ITO electrode device which shows the maximum luminance of ~7800 cd/m2 at 
6 V as seen in the inset of Figure 16(a), the maximum luminance of the rGO electrode device is ~70 
cd/m2 at 18 V and increases with applied bias voltage in Figure 19(a). Figure 19(b) shows the 
luminous efficiency of the devices with ITO and rGO electrodes. The maximum luminous efficiency 
of the device with the rGO electrode is ~0.10 cd/A as shown in Figure 19(b), while that with the ITO 
electrode is ~0.38 cd/A as shown in the inset of Figure 19(b). 
 
3.4. GO/Pt and GO/Au hybrid films for DSSCs as a counter electrode 
The GO thin film was first made by employing a LbL assembly of negatively and positively charged 
GO sheets,94 and a metal layer was then coated sequentially. Then, transparent and uniform GO/metal 
hybrid films are fabricated. Figure 20 shows the structure of the DSSC with a GO/metal hybrid film 
on FTO as a counter electrode. The LbL assembly is important in the fabrication of thin and uniform 
GO films.  
 
3.4.1. Thickness dependence of GO multilayer films  
Given that the LbL assembly affords precise control of the thickness of GO thin films to the 
nanometer scale, an optimized film thickness was investigated by measuring the efficiency levels of 
DSSCs with different GO bilayers. Considering the efficiency of DSSCs and the coverage of GO on 
FTO, we selected 2 bilayers of GO to optimize the film thickness. (The thickness was around 6.5 ± 
0.3 nm when 2 bilayers of GO were coated onto the flat Si wafer). In the subsequent step, a metal 
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Figure 18. Raman spectra of rGO (a) and (b) and GO (c) and (d) LbL films before and after annealing. 
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Figure 19. (a) Current density - voltage - luminance (J-V-L) characteristic of the OLED device using 
the rGO electrode with 3 kΩ/sq. The inset is the electroluminescence property of the device fabricated 
with the ITO electrode. (b) Luminous efficiency of the device with the rGO electrode. The inset is 
luminous efficiency of the device fabricated with the ITO electrode. 
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Figure 20. DSSCs structure with GO/metal hybrid film on FTO as a counter electrode. (a) Schematic 
showing the structure of the DSSC and an enlarged image of the counter electrode with metal 
nanoparticles on graphene oxide (GO) 2 bilayers. (b) Molecular structures of negatively charged (-) 
and positively charged (+) GO and metal nanoparticles. 
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layer was coated onto 2 bilayers of GO by immersing the GO thin film on FTO into a solution with 
metal precursors and heating it to 550 oC.  
 
3.4.2. The role of GO multilayer films  
The formation of metal nanoparticles on GO sheets is well known.95-98 Figure 21 exhibits SEM 
images of the FTO surface (a), Pt-coated FTO as used in a conventional counter electrode of a DSSC 
(b), GO/Pt-coated FTO (c), and GO/Au-coated FTO (d). Unlike Figure 21(b), Figures 21(c) and (d) 
show a uniform distribution of small Pt and Au nanoparticles on the FTO. The binding of the metal 
nanoparticles is likely to be facilitated by the GO functional groups. The metals on FTO without GO 
were not uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 21(b). The thin GO/metal hybrid films are 
transparent as indicated in insets of Figures 21(a), (c), and (d), which shows optical images of bare 
FTO, GO/Pt on FTO, and GO/Au on FTO. The GO/Pt and GO/Au films showed lower transmittance 
by only 8.2 and 11.6 % at 550 nm, respectively, compared to FTO. This indicates that GO/metal 
hybrid films can be used in transparent DSSC. (Optical images and transmittance of bare FTO, GO on 
FTO, GO/Pt on FTO, and GO/Au on FTO are shown in Figure 23) 
  
3.4.3. The role of metal nanoparticles as a reduction mediator 
After Thermal treatment, it was identified from XPS studies that the metal nanoparticles in Figures 
21(c) and (d) are reduced Pt and Au, respectively (Figure 22 (a)-(b)). Two peaks for the binding 
energies of the Pt 4f core electrons appear at 71.7 and 74.8 eV in Figure 22(e), indicating reduced Pt. 
The reduced Au is identified from two peaks for the binding energies of Au 4f core electrons at 83.6 
and 87.3 eV in Figure 22(b). Figures 22(c) and (d) show the peaks of the C 1s binding energy in 
GO/Pt and GO/Au hybrid films, respectively. They are very similar to the peak for the C 1s binding 
energy of the highly reduced GO.58,70,81,99,100 Such a peak shape for the C 1s binding energy is 
observed in GO after annealing at temperatures between 900 and 1,100 oC. 
 
3.4.4. Photovoltaic performance of DSSC with GO/Pt and GO/Au 
The conversion efficiencies of DSSC with counter electrodes of 2 bilayers of GO were 50 - 75 % of 
those with a conventional Pt counter electrode. (Photovoltaic efficiencies of DSSC with counter 
electrodes of different bilayers of GO are given in Table 3, Figure 24). This result indicates that 
counter electrodes consisting of only GO sheets cannot match the performance of Pt. Figure 25(a) 
shows the J-V curves of the DSSC with different GO/metal hybrid counter electrodes. Table 4 
summarizes the cell efficiency values, the short circuit current (Jsc), the open circuit voltage (Voc), and 
the fill factor (FF) in DSSC with conventional Pt (as a reference), GO/Pt, and GO/Au as counter 
electrode materials. Interestingly, the cell efficiencies of the GO/Pt and GO/Au counter electrodes are 
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Figure 21. Characterization of the GO/metal hybrid films. (a) SEM image and optical image (inset) of 
a bare FTO substrate. (b) SEM image of a Pt-coated FTO substrate, a conventional counter electrode 
in DSSCs. (c) SEM image and optical image (inset) of a GO/Pt hybrid film on FTO. To make 2 
bilayers of GO sheets by layer-by-layer assembly, positively and negatively charged GO sheets were 
alternatively coated on FTO. The GO film with 2 bilayers on FTO was immersed in a H2PtCl6 solution 
for 30 min, dried with N2 gas, and annealed at 550 
oC. (d) SEM image and optical image (inset) of the 
GO/Au hybrid film on FTO. The GO film with 2 bilayers on FTO was immersed in an AuCl3 solution 
for 30 min, dried with N2 gas, and annealed at 550 
oC. 
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Figure 22. (a) XPS spectrum showing two peaks at 71.7 and 74.8 eV for the binding energy of the Pt 
4f core electron in the GO/Pt hybrid film. (b) XPS spectrum showing two peaks at 83.6 and 87.3 eV 
for the binding energy of the Pt 4f core electron in the GO/Au hybrid film. (c) XPS spectrum showing 
the region for the binding energy of the C 1s core electron in the GO/Pt hybrid film. (d) XPS spectrum 
showing the region for the binding energy of the C 1s core electron in the GO/Au hybrid film. 
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Figure 23. Optical images of bare FTO, GO on FTO, GO/Pt on FTO, and GO/Au on FTO. The GO/Pt 
and GO/Au films showed lower transmittance by only 8.2 and 11.6 % at 550 nm, respectively, 
compared to FTO. 
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Table 3. Photovoltaic characteristics of DSSCs with different GO bilayers. Eff = solar conversion 
efficiency, Voc = open circuit voltage, Jsc = short circuit current density, and FF = fill factor. 
Percentage (%) is a rate of DSSC with GO bilayers with respect to DSSC with reference counter 
electrode Pt 
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Figure 24. J-V curves of DSSCs with different GO bilayers. 
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Figure 25. J-V curves and IPCE of DSSCs with conventional Pt, the GO/Pt hybrid film and the 
GO/Au hybrid film as counter electrodes. (a) J-V curves of conventional Pt (black line), the GO/Pt 
hybrid film (red line), and the GO/Au hybrid film (blue line), measured at 100 mW/cm2 in an 
acetonitrile electrolyte solution of 0.6 M 1-hexyl-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolium iodide, 0.1 M lithium 
iodide, 0.05 M iodine, and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine. (b) IPCE curves of the corresponding DSSCs. 
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Table 4. Characteristics of DSSCs with conventional Pt, the GO/Pt hybrid film, and the GO/Au 
hybrid film as counter electrodes: Eff = solar conversion efficiency, Voc = open circuit voltage, Jsc = 
short circuit current density, and FF = fill factor 
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higher by 9.5 and 7.1 %, respectively, compared to that of the conventional Pt counter electrode. 
Indeed, the incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) is higher in the DSSC with the GO/Pt and 
GO/Au films than with Pt alone (Figure 25(b)). These increased efficiency levels are mainly due to 
current density increases, as shown in Figure 25(a), in spite of the voltage drop when GO/Pt and 
GO/Au are used. The current densities in DSSC with GO/Pt and GO/Au counter electrodes are higher 
by 15 and 13 %, respectively, than with Pt counter electrodes. The increase in the current density may 
be due to the strong electrocatalytic effect caused by the increased number of catalytic active sites in 
GO/Pt and GO/Au hybrid films. That is, given that functional groups of GO sheets have been shown 
to be catalytically active sites,91,92 a cooperative catalytic effect could lead to triiodide reduction in the 
GO/Pt or GO/Au film. 
To understand the above voltage-current trade off, cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of these three 
systems were measured. The results are shown in Figure 26(a). CVs are a powerful analysis tool for 
performing and simulating electron transfer at interfaces. The redox potentials for iodide/triiodide in 
our DSSC devices were determined by the CVs method. In the CV plots, when the redox potential 
shifts toward the negative direction, the gap between the EF of TiO2 and the redox potential of the 
iodide/triiodide becomes narrower, resulting in a decrease in Voc. According to Figure 26(a), a 
reduction of triiodide in the Pt counter electrode occurs near –0.4 V vs. a Ag/AgCl electrode. When 
GO/Pt or GO/Au is used as counter electrode, the potential shifts in the negative direction by 0.02 - 
0.03 V. The value change may influence the voltage drops. Since the redox species are not changed, 
the potential shift could be due to an increase in the internal serial resistance. Therefore, the electrons 
at the GO/metal surface face a small barrier to leave the surface to the electrolyte. Electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) supports the barrier at the GO/metal counter electrode, as shown in 
Figure 26(b). The first semi-circle corresponds to the electron transfer at the interface between a 
counter electrode and an electrolyte. When Pt is replaced with Pt/GO or Au/GO, the first semi-circle 
clearly increases (it nearly doubles from 4 Ω to 7.5 Ω). On the other hand, the current densities are 
greatly improved. Usually, these large current density increases are not observed in DSSC 
applications with only a graphene-assisted counter electrode.91,92 The increase in the current density 
can be understood by the current changes in the reduction peaks at around –0.4 V in Figure 26(a). The 
reduction peak is directly related to the reduction of the electrolyte at the counter electrode. As shown 
in the CVs (Figure 26(a)), the absolute values of the current flow in GO/Pt and GO/Au films are about 
13 ~ 15 % higher compared to that of Pt. When GO is used successfully with metal nanoparticles, the 
area for catalytically active sites may be increased, and more electrons can then transfer from the 
counter electrode to the electrolyte. Therefore, the current increase could be due to the relief of a 
bottleneck at the interface.  
It is interesting that Au nanoparticles have been successfully applied in counter electrodes with GO. 
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Figure 26. CVs of various electrodes and EIS spectra of DSSCs with various counter electrodes: (a) 
Cyclic voltammograms of Pt, GO/Pt, and GO/Au on FTO were obtained at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in 
acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.01 M iodine, and 1 M tetrabutylammonium 
perchlorate. An Ag/AgCl (Sat. KCl) reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode were used. (b) The 
impedance spectra of Pt, GO/Pt, GO/Au and GO were measured using a sandwich cell configuration 
in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.6 M 1-hexyl-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolium iodide, 0.1 M lithium iodide, 
0.05 M iodine, and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine. 
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Thus far, Au has not been utilized as a counter electrode because it is corroded by the iodide/triiodide 
electrolyte. Thus, it is very interesting that Au in the form of a hybrid film with GO can be used as a 
counter electrode. Moreover, the efficiency of the DSSC with the GO/Au counter electrode in Table 4 
remained at this level for 1 month without a considerable decrease (Figure 27). As a control 
experiment, DSSC with pristine Au as the counter electrode showed efficiency of ~ 0.04 % (Figure 
28). The stability of the GO/Au catalyst was also apparent in the repeated CVs scans of a three-
electrode system (Figure 29), which did not show any change in the reduction peaks of I3
- after many 
scans, whereas the Au catalyst showed considerable changes with repeated CVs scans. The same 
phenomena were shown in CVs scans of a symmetrical sandwich cell which investigate performance 
and stability of the counter electrode (Figure 30). These results indicate that the GO/Au film is stable 
in the iodide/triiodide electrolyte while the pristine Au catalyst is corroded. It was also confirmed 
from SEM images that Au in the GO/Au hybrid film did not corrode after the operation of the DSSC 
(Figure 31). The stability of the GO/Au films in DSSCs is consistent with the results of Kou et al. 
who recently reported that the strong interaction between Pt and the defects/functional groups in 
graphene improved the activity and stability of Pt nanoparticles in oxygen reduction of fuel cells, 
which was supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations.98  
 
3.4.5. GO hybrid films with other metals for the low-cost fabrication of DSSC 
Based on the excellent device characteristics and stability of the reference GO/Pt and GO/Au 
hybrid films in DSSC, the performance of even less expensive commodity metals such as Cu, Ni, and 
Ag for low-cost counter electrodes is explored. Surprisingly, the efficiency values of DSSC with 
GO/Ni and GO/Cu were comparable to the reference Pt counter electrodes. The cell efficiency after 
30 days was not measured because of a leakage of the electrolyte in the cell. Characteristics of the 
various types of GO/metal hybrid counter electrodes are summarized in Table 5 (the J-V curves are 
shown in Figure 32). This result indicates that GO/Cu and GO/Ni hybrid films as a substitute for the 
conventional Pt counter electrode offer the low-cost fabrication of DSSC. The GO/Cu and GO/Ni 
hybrid films were proved to be stable in the iodide/triiodide electrolyte from the repeated CV scans in 
a three-electrodes system and a symmetrical sandwich cell (Figures 33 and 34). 
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Figure 27. The change of cell efficiency in DSSC with the GO/Au hybrid film as a counter electrode. 
The cell efficiency after 30 days was not measured because of a leakage of the electrolyte in the cell. 
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DSSC with Au counter electrode 
Time Eff(%) Voc(V) Jsc(mA/cm
2) FF 
1 min  0.052 0.408 1.2 10.3 
5 min  0.045 0.523 1.1 7.6 
10 min  0.034 0.372 1.0 9.1 
Figure 28. Photovoltaic characteristics and J-V curves of DSSC with a Au counter electrode as a 
function of time. 
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Figure 29. Cyclic voltammograms of Au (blue), GO (red), and GO/Au film (black) at a scan rate of 
100 mV/s in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.01 M iodine, and 1 M 
tetrabutylammonium perchlorate. An Ag/AgCl (Sat. KCl) reference electrode and a Pt counter 
electrode were used. The GO/Au film did not show any change in the reduction peaks of I3
- after 
many scans, whereas Au showed considerable changes. 
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Figure 30. Cyclic voltammograms of bare Au (black, red, and blue) and GO/Au film (green and 
magenta) on FTO substrates at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M lithium 
iodide, 0.01 M iodine, and 1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlorate in symmetrical sandwich cells. Au 
on FTO shows that the current decreases largely after 5 min and 1 h of aging. This is due to corrosion 
of Au. However, GO/Au on FTO shows no difference in current level after 3 days of aging. 
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Figure 31. SEM images of the GO/Au hybrid film before (a) and after (b) the operation of DSSC. 
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Figure 32. J-V curves of DSSCs with GO/Cu, GO/Ag, and GO/Ni films as a counter electrode. 
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Figure 33. Cyclic voltammograms of GO/Cu (blue) and GO/Ni (red) films at a scan rate of 100 mV/s 
in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.01 M iodine, and 1 M tetrabutylammonium 
perchlorate. An Ag/AgCl (Sat. KCl) reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode were used. There is 
no considerable change like Au in Figure 29, due to corrosion of Au. 
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Figure 34. Cyclic voltammograms of GO/Ni (black and red) and GO/Cu films (blue and green) on 
FTO substrates at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in acetonitrile electrolyte with 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.01 M 
iodine, and 1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlorate in symmetrical sandwich cells. Both films show no 
difference in current level after 3 days of aging. 
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Table 5. Characteristics of DSSCs with conventional Pt, the GO/Cu hybrid film, the GO/Ni hybrid 
film, and the GO/Ag hybrid film as counter electrodes: Eff = solar conversion efficiency, Voc = open 
circuit voltage, Jsc = short circuit current density, and FF = fill factor 
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4. Conclusion 
rGO and GO multilayers are developed using LbL assembly. This approach employs the electrostatic 
interactions of two oppositely charged suspensions of rGO and GO sheets. The prepared multilayers 
exhibited tunable thickness, sheet resistance, and transmittance with respect to the number of bilayers. 
The rGO multilayer was used as a transparent electrode in an OLED device. And the GO multilayer 
was incorporated as GO/metal hybrid films for counter electrodes in DSSCs. GO/Pt and GO/Au 
catalysts exhibited 9.5 and 7.1 % increases in the conversion efficiency compared to a conventional Pt 
counter electrode. The increase in the conversion efficiency was mainly due to the increased current 
density. This study also showed that Au can be used as a counter electrode in the form of GO/Au 
hybrid film. Furthermore, Cu and Ni could be applied to the GO/metal hybrid film in the counter 
electrode of DSSC. Therefore, this study can facilitate earlier commercialization of DSSC owing to 
their low-cost fabrication. The GO/metal hybrid film system can be also applied to transparent and 
flexible DSSCs. 
Therefore, the successful LbL assembly in this study would enable various research and 
developments for real applications since it makes highly controllable rGO (GO) thin film in large 
scale and combination of graphene and other functional nanomaterials possible.  
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먼저 2 년 6 개월이란 짧지 않은 시간을 UNIST 에서 보내는 즈음하여 비오는 금요일 
저녁에 감상에 젖어 몇 자 적어보려 합니다. 저에게 있어 지금 지내온 시간은 제가 30 
년 동안 살면서 가장 가치 있고, 인생에서 전환점이 될 수 있는 시간이었다고 생각합니
다. 그것은 내 자신도 무엇이든 잘 할 수 있는 일이 있다는 것과 저의 잠자는 열정을 일
깨워 준 시간이었고, 많은 사람들을 만나면서 세상을 보는 시각도 달라졌으며, 그 소중한 
분들로 인해 좋은 경험을 할 수 있는 기회에 노출될 수 있는 계기가 된 것 같습니다. 이
렇게 되기까지 정말 소중한 분들이 저를 이끌어 주신데 대해 이렇게 서면으로 나마 저의 
마음을 전하고자 합니다. 
먼저 부족한 저이지만 저의 성실함을 믿고 높이사주신 신현석 교수님께 진심으로 감사 
드립니다. 처음 교수님께 전화 받고 한창 공사 중이던 UNIST 자연과학관 7층 교수님 사
무실에서 교수님을 뵈었을 때가 생생하게 기억납니다. 크지 않은 키지만 다부진 교수님
의 모습과 공손하게 저를 대해주시는 모습에 어쩌면 그 때부터 교수님이 저의 롤모델 이
었는지 모르겠습니다. 실험보다는 실험하는 방법을 가르쳐 주셨고, 가진 능력 보다는 앞
으로 발전될 모습을 믿고 기다려 주셨으며, 사람을 존중하는 방법을 가르쳐 주셨습니다. 
제가 이 곳에 있으면서 가장 큰 행운은 바로 교수님을 뵙게 되었다는 것입니다. 그런 교
수님께 가장 감사 드립니다.  
그리고 제가 여기까지 올 수 있도록 많은 도움을 주신 김병수 교수님께 감사 드립니다. 
처음 실험에 재미를 붙일 수 있게 해 준 테마가 바로 LBL 입니다. LBL 하면서 깨달은 
것들이 지금의 저를 있게 만든 밑거름이라고 생각합니다. 또, 태근형을 만나 실험에 대해 
많은 이야기를 나누었던 것이 저에게 많은 도움이 되었습니다. 또한 바쁘신 와중에 저의 
논문을 검토해 주시고 심사해 주신 전용석 교수님께도 감사의 말씀을 드립니다. 그리고 
많은 co-work을 하면서 저에게 많은 가르침을 주신 박수진 교수님, 태양전지에 대해 새
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로운 안목을 갖게 해 주신 김진영 교수님, 송명훈 교수님, 그 어렵다는 전기 화학을 알기 
쉽게 가르쳐 주신 송현곤 교수님, 저의 물질이 상용화 될 수 있도록 고분자 복합재료로
서 도움을 주신 박영빈 교수님께 깊은 감사의 말씀 드립니다. 
사실 실험실 생활에서 가장 중요한 것은 팀원이라고 생각합니다. 처음 실험실 꾸릴 때 
정신적 지주였던 예쁘지만 깐깐한 지숙 누나, 저 보다 선배지만 동생처럼 항상 오빠를 
생각해 주고 예쁘게 웃어주는 지은이, 비록 나이는 많이 어리지만 생각이 제대로 박혀 
힘들 때 술친구가 되어 준 동우, 그리고 졸업 시기에 들어와 제대로 챙겨주지도 못해 가
장 미안하고 할 일이 많이 남은 정우, 이 곳에서 군복무 중인 여자보다 더 고운 아랑이, 
걸음마 영어지만 제대로 알아 들어주는 Dr. Yue를 비롯해 함께 실험하는 co-worker들, 미
희, 상하, 임현이, 정민이, 보람이에게 감사의 뜻을 전합니다. 그리고 우리 친구들, 상경이, 
재근이, 용구, 민준이, 병만이, 영아 등등 많은 친구들에게도 감사의 뜻을 전합니다. 그리
고 저를 낳아주시고 바르게 길러 주신 부모님께 사랑한다는 말씀 전합니다. 
